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Ask questions 2A-2C for each item. and record in table 1

1A) In the past week, what type of milk did you feed this child? Including drinks at the C.P.D./school.   1-drink     3-not drink (skip to next question)

1B)            Specify average quantity of milk per week (box/bag/bottle/glass)

Table 1

no

1 Powdered milk

2 Bag milk/Pasteurized milk

3 UHT milk (sterilize)

4 Soy milk

5 Drinking yogurt/Yakult

6 Sweet condensed milk (as a substitute for milk)

7 Evaporated milk (as a substitute for milk)

8 Yogurt

9 Others..............................................

2) Since last interview, has the child had vitamin or supplementary food? 1-Yes 3-No (skip to question 3B)

2B) Since last interview, what kind of vitamin has the child had? (In case of none, record "0")

2C) Number of times

Frequency code  1- every day    3- every week    5- every month     7- every 6 months   9- every yer   11- others frequency code

3B) Since last interview, has the child regularly drunk boiled, filtered  or bottled water?    1-yes 3-no

CC3

CC3B

CC3CA

CC3CC

CC4B

CC3CB

can

cup

ounce

bag/bottle

box

bag/bottle/box

box/bottle

can

Since last interview, has the child had supplement food e.g. chicken essence, bird's nest (in case of none, record "0" in  number of times)                       

Unit
Average quantity

Type of milk per week

B2A Parenting

For central staff

In the past week CC2A CC2C CC2B

Use CARD for the interview.

For parents or guardians of the child aged 5 years and up (from 60 months and up)

CC2
Drink? Explain detials
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4A) Since last interview, has your child eaten the following food? 1-Ever 3-Never (skip to the next question)

4B)             How many days per month did your child have the following food? 

yes / no day per month

1 Vegetable (including cooked, dried, grilled, boiled vegetable) ) 

2 Eggs, meat and meat products

3 Seafood such as mackerel, squid

4 Soft drinks (such as Coke and Pepsi), ORS, and synthetic juices

5A) How many hours per week does the father take care of this child? (In case child's mother not live in household, please record "NA")

Monday-Friday Before going to school .........................  to ......................... 

(might include Sat) After school (until going to bed) .........................  to ......................... CC6A

(quantity ............... days)

Saturday-Sunday or Holidays Since …………………................................................................................... 

5B) How many hours per week does the mother take care of this child?  (In case child's mother not live in household, please record "NA")

Monday-Friday Before going to school  .........................  to ......................... 

(might include Sat) After school (until going to bed) ......................... 

(quantity ............... days)  to ......................... CC6B

Saturday-Sunday or Holidays Since …………………................................................................................... 

5C) How many hours per week do you take care of this child ?  

 (In case the father or mother of child is primary caregiver and no other member is primary caregiver, record "NA" in CC6C) 

Monday-Friday(might include Sat)Before going to school  .........................  to ......................... CC6C

After school (until going to bed) ......................... 

(quantity ............... days)  to ......................... 

Saturday-Sunday or Holidays Since …………………................................................................................... 

CC5A4

CC5A6

CC5A7

CC5A8

CC5B4

CC5B6

CC5B7

CC5B8

Use CARD for the interview.

In the past month

For central staff

no. 6A-6C excluding sleep time and rest time of caregiver

(CC6AA) (CC6AB)

(CC6AC) (CC6AD)

(CC6AE)

(CC6BA) (CC6BB)

(CC6BC) (CC6BD)

(CC6BE)

(CC6CA) (CC6CB)

(CC6CC) (CC6CD)

(CC6CE)
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6) Rearing

6.1) Emotional, social, and mental rearing

A What do you do when the child exhibits behaviors that make you happy / satisfied? (order 1 2 3, from doing the most to the least frequently)

Instructions Read the questions to the primary caregiver and wait for the answers. Record the first answer as the 1st rank, the next anwers as the 2nd and 3rd rank. 

1 Compliment

2 Hug, kiss, or applause

3 Giving sweets or toy to children

4 Others, specify .................................................................................................................................

B What do you do when the child exhibits behaviors that make you unhappy / dissatisfied? (order 1 2 3, from doing the most to the least frequently)?

Instructions: Read the questions to the primary caregiver and wait for the answers. Record the first answer as the 1st rank, the next anwers as the 2nd and 3rd rank. 

1 Punishment by leaving or restricting the child to be alone

2 Displeased facial expression or gesture

3 Using loud voice, shouting or yelling at the child

4 Warning the child to stop the bad behavior

5 Hitting the child

6 Threatening not to love or abandon or give the child to other people

7 Negotiation: if the child stops this bad behavior, he/she will be rewarded, e.g. getting sweets or taking for a trip

8 Others, specify .................................................................................................................................

use CARD with interview

rank ?

rank ?

CC10A1

CC10A2

CC10A3

CC10A4

CC10B1

CC10B2

CC10B3

CC10B4

CC10B5

If the respondent is unable to identify 3 ranks, show the cards and ask the respondent to confirm whether the respondent has ever had each behavior. If yes, the 

respondent has to rank further after the existing rank (not necessary to fulfil 3 ranks).

CC10B6

CC10B7

CC10B8

CC10A4_des

If the respondent is unable to identify 3 ranks, show the cards and ask the respondent to confirm whether the respondent has ever had each behavior. If yes, the 

respondent has to rank further after the existing rank (not necessary to fulfil 3 ranks).
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6.2) Physical and health rearing (continued)

F While interviewing, has following management taken place in the house? (only observe) In case of unable to observe, record "NA".

1 Electric plug installed with cover

2 Electric plug installed at high position (The child cannot reach there) 

3 Keep sharp objects away from children

4 Keep medicine away from children

5 Keep chemical substances away from children 

7) Media exposure and influence of media on children

I :          How often does the child watch television while eating? 1- never 3- sometimes 5- often

C :             In the past week, did you restrict the television programs for the child?

1- yes (restricted) 3- no (The child can watch any program) 5- The child did not watch television

E : Does your household connect to the internet via computor, Ipad, teblet, or mobile phone? 1-yes 3-no

8) Since last interview, have your household members watched political news through any political chanels such as DNN, Bluesky,  ASTV excluding Free TV)

           or listened to a political radio? (observe while interviewing) 1- yes 3-no (skip to 13)

A :                    While household members were watching or listening, did the child join as an audience or play around nearby? 1- yes 3- no

9) The response of parents to the child

A : Since last interview, has the child's father participated in child rearing? (Only giving money is not considered as participating in child rearing)

1- never (skip to B) 3- sometimes 5- often

    If yes, please specify how

CC11C

CC11I

 1-do     3-don't do

CC13A_des

CC13A

CC12A

CC12

CC11E

CC10F1

CC10F2

CC10F3

CC10F4

CC10F5
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B :                     Since last interview, have you and your household members planned and discussed  on good practice on child rearing? 

1- never (skip to H) 3- sometimes 5- often

If yes, please specify how

H : At present, how many learning centers which enhance child development are there in the community?  (e.g. playground, museum, library and zoo)  

(excluding Child Development Center)

1- none 3- some 5- many

I : At present, how dangerous is the community to the child? 

1- not at all 3- somewhat 5- much

10) Interviewer's note CC14

CC13I

CC13H

CC13B_des

CC13B


